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·.Hoff speaks to SGA,
prepares for retirement
BY MELISSA CURRENCE

Student Center .and Commons
Apartments. The renovation of
Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J., is re- the academic and. residential
tfring in two weeks as university malls, Hinkle, Edgecliff and
president. Rev. Michael Graham, Schmidt h.alls were also comS.J, will succeed Hoff on Jan. l, · pleted.
"Fr. Hoff has been visible to
2001.
At the Student Senate meeting the students. He is more involved
on Monday, Hoff spoke about compared. to other universities'
What his interest was for the uni- presi9ents," said Flowers.
versity during his teriure. "The·
Hoff, who is 68, announced
focus was not put qb great teach- that after a year of rest, he plans
ing, that would put the focus on . return to Xavier as chancellor of
the faculty, nor was it put on great the university at. Graham's reresearch, but our focus is on the . quest. Hoff also mentioned wantstudents," he said.
ing to go back to teaching and
In office for almost l 0 years, doing hospice work.
Hoff became president in March
"I'm disappointed. that he
1991 after the retirement of Rev. hasn't taken a more active role in
_Mi_chael J. Conaton, S.J.
. social justice issues," said .senior
"[Fr. Hoff] has done a Jot fo Pat Scallen. "But the more I look
help the students, community and at what he's done, the more I am
university," said sophomore Ann appreciative .of Fr. Hoff.''.
Flowers.
Hoff announced his retirement
During Hoff's time as presi- in February. Graham was sedent, Xavier's campus has seen lected as his replacement in June.
many changes ~ the Cintas Cen. ""The last 30 years of my life, I
ter, Buenger residence hall and have had jobs where I've had to
the under-cons~ruction Gallagher live at a faster pace that I would
Campus News Editor

.

"

..

want to now," said Hoff.
Before coming to
Xavier in 1991, Hoff
served as vice president for
University Relations at
Creighton University in
Omaha, Neb.
"When · Fr. Graham
comes, he will have new
ideas, new energy. It is
tim.e now for new planning," said Hoff.
Graharri has been on
sabbatical, working at
Good Shepherd Catholic
Church in Blue Ash. Before his sabbatical, Graham
served as assistant to the
president at Xavier.
Prior to that; he served
as vice president for University Relations and was
a faculty member in _the history department. After he
takes office, Graham plans
to continue teaching in the
history department.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J., spol<e with student senators at Monday's .
meeting about his past and future at Xavier. Hoff will retire from his
position as university president at the end of this year. Replacing
him will be Rev. Michael Graham, S.J., former assistant to the
· president.

. .\·

Jesuit corps
offer service

·KWANZAA ·2000·_..,.,..,._

BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

Last Tuesday, Dec. 5, a Kwanzaa celebration took place in Bellarmine Chapel. Sponsored by
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the event celebrated the seven principles of Kwanzaa and
·
included traditional African music and dance.
©2000 The Xavier Newswire
All rights reserved
.
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For many of Xavier's seniors,
post-graduation plans often in., cl ude intense job searches or
graduate school applications:
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC)
or Jesuit Volunteer International
(JVI) are alternatives; ·
On Monday, Xavier alumni
presented· their experiences with
.JVC and JVI to students at the
Dorothy Day House.
These Jesuit-sponsored service programs place individuals
in service sites around the country and the world to work with the
poor.
Senior Dan Marschner is planning on participating in the JVI
program in Latin America. "I like
JVI because of its emphasis on
personal, spiritual and emotional
,.development," said Marschner.
The agencies where Jesuit Volunteers ·are placed will pay for
housing, utilities, a food stipend,

OP- ED:

SPORTS:·

Xavier Alliance not
against Catholic Church

Women/all to UC,
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transportation to and from work
and medical insurance. Volunteers also receive a stipend of approximately $75 a month, to
spend oi:i whatever they wish.
Volunteers live together and
will have meetings to increase
their spirituality and strengthen
their community.
, The program begins and ends
· in August. While a JVC term of
service is one year, the international program is a commitment
of two years.
Federal student loans can typically be deferred for JVC. Students must work with their lend. ing institution to confirm eligibility and fill out paperwork.
The applicatiqn deadline for
the August 2001 program is early
March. Interested students can
go to the Dorothy Day House for
information and applications.
"The values of Jesuit education are incorporated through this
program," said Marschner.

DIVERSIONS:
'It's chilly outside,
it's chili inside'
PAGE 14-15
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Service club ·
Circle K International, a service-oriented campus organiza~
tion, holds weekly· meetings on
Mondays at 9 p.m. in CBA 19 ..
All are welcome. For more info,
contact Katie at 745-3925.

Sing a song
Kuhlman Hall Council is
sponsoring an.. Open Mic Night
on Friday, Dec. 15 from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. Winner will receive a
$200 gift certificate to the
Kenwood _Towne Center. Students may sign µp to perform at
the RA desk or the Info Desk. For
more info, call Pete at 985-8920.

XU phone home.
The Phonathon. is no-.y hiring
for the spring semester. Pay is $7
per hour plus bonuses. Telemarketers work a minimum of two
nights per week, Sunday through
·Thursday, from 6:30p.m. to 9
p.m. For an interview or more information contact Kathy Selby in
University Relations at 7453082.
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ALL BIOL 162 exams are 3:00p.m. - 5:00p.m. on Tuesday, Dec, 14 in Kelley Auditorium (ALTl 12). All other
courses have exams according to the times the classes meet. Classes which ·meet at non-standard times
(e.g., a double period or classes which do not begin at the standard beginning cJass time) will have exams
at the time which corresponds to the major portion of the class meeting' time. Except for common exams,
exams are held in the room in which the class normally meets.

PRAISE . BE TO THE
BINGO PRINCESS-!

Make Devin-happy'"
Make The Newswif.e photo
editor's _day by sending in submissions· to "Double Exposure,"
the bes~ way to showcase your
photographic talent. Submit photos on campus to "Double
Xposure Photo Forum," ML 2129
at the Public.aor drop them
tions House, 3739 Ledgewood
Ave.

off

Habitat wants you
Xavier's Habitatfor Humanity
is holding a large group meeting
on Wednesday, Dec. 13 at 9 p.m.
in Albers _103. All members are
welcome to atten& The group will
be discussing Spring Break trips
and pricing. For more. information', call Chris Franco at 3515809.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Students enjoyed the RHA-sponsored Christmas birigo on
· Friday at the Schiff Family Conference Center last Satu.rday.

Art nouveau
Two new exhibitions will be
on display in the Cohen Center
Art Gallery Sunday, Dec. 10
through Friday, Jan. 19. Images
of Contemplation by Elaine
Lasky is an exhibit of traditional
and original icons rendered in re..verse glass painting and-egg tempera on wood. Messages from
Mary by Ellen Zahorec-Hughes
focuses on images of cultural
icons of the Virgin Mary through
personal narratives and prose in
visual and literary form. Gallery
hours are Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The gallery
will be closed Christmas week.

Police Notes
Tuesday, Dec. 5, 8:15 p.m. An· intoxicated student was cited
in the library. The student had consumed several beers at the Xavier
basketball game.

Wednesday, Dec. 6, between
12:25 a.m. and 1 a.m. - A contract Cleaner reported that someone had broken a window out of
her car, which was. parked on Herald Avenue.

Thursday, Dec. 7, 2 p.m. -:Campus Police caught six non-students placing flyers for a dot-com
company on cars in the North lot.
The company manager V{as cited
with criminal mischief-and the six
subjects were required to remove
·the flyers from all the cars in the
lot.

Friday, Dec. 8, 8:37 p.m. - A
Physical Plant vehicle inadvertently backed into a vehicle in the
St. Barbara parking lot, causing
damage to the hood.

Go get'em, tiger!
The Campus News section
wishes goqd luck to all students
on their exams and final papers.
We know you can survive it. We
hope we will. Happy Holidays
and all that.

Wednesday, Dec. 6, 11 a.m. Th~ athletic department reported
that miscellaneous change and
petty cash was taken from several
offices. The subject has been identified and an investigation is underway..

Friday, Dec. 8, 6:30 p.m. - A
student reported that between 2:45
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. her car was broken into while parked i_n a private
lot in the 1700 block of Cleneay
Avenue. The driver's side rear window was smashed, but nothing was
taken.

Saturday, Dec. 9, 2:40 a.m. :- Campus Police assisted a
shuttle driver with an ill student.
Three non-students were cited for
underage consumption while visiting a student in Brockman Hall.
Saturday, Dec. 9, 3:20. a.m.
--' A student was cited for underage consumption in the North lot.

Sunday, Dec. 10, 4:20 a.m. Campus Police responded Jo a
disturbance and possible fight in
progress in Husman Hall. One stu- ·
dent and two non-students were
cited for underage consumpt.ion.

Monday, Dec.11, 11:18 a.m.
A student reported her
bookbag had been removed from
her vehicle, which was parked on
Herald Avenue. The vehicle doors
were not locked.

Monday, Dec. ·11, between 2
p.m. and 2:20 p.m. -'-- Someone
.entered a dorm room in the basement of Kuhlman Hall and ransacked. the contents. Campus Police is currently investigating the
iricident.
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with .$6 minimum.. To place your classified ad in The Newswire
· call the advertising department .and ask for Beth Goffena at (513)745-3561 or send ~n email to
.
newswireads@yahoo.com. .

'HELP
WANTED
Stamp your art out! A
unique rubber stamp store in
Blue Ash Is currently hiring for
weekend sal~s help. lriterested
parties should call 793-4558
and speak with Sheila for further information.
Looking for fun Prr, holiday
or summer job working with
children? No:nights or weekends, competitive pay, will train.
Call Courtney at 772-5888
ext. 202:
Cin9innati-based surgical
laser sales company seeking
a self-motivated, aggressive,
. organized individual with excellent time-management
skills. Position open for full~time
introductory inside sales person with opportunity to advance to outside sales. Candidate must be open to relocation. Medical and/or sales experience a plus, but not necessary. Computer literacy preferred. Fax resume to Regional
Sales Manager at.742-9104.

. Survive Spring Break 20011
All the hottest destinations/hotels! Campus Sales represen. tatives and student organizatio.ns wanted! Visit inter-·
campus.com or call (800)3276013. The tribe has spoken!
Spring Breakt·Deluxe Hotels,. Reliable Air, Free Food,
.J;bfinks an'H Parti~sl Cart~i.m,
· Jamaica, Bahamas;-Mazatlan
- & Florida. Travel Free & Earn
Cash! Do It on the Web! Go
to StudentClty.com or call
(800)293-1443 for info. ·
Needed keyboard/singer
for, Contemporary Christian
Worship Service. Sundays
11 a.m. Please call .531-5400.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and
!iSk how you can organize a
small group & Eat, Drink,
Travel Free & EamCashl Call
(800)777-4642 or email
sales@suncoastvacations.com.
Loving caregiver in my
Anderson Township home for
3rd grade girl and 4th grade
boy starting late August. School
year hours: 4 p.m.-7 p.m. Summer: 8:30 a.m.- 6:30 p.m. Must
have reliable transportation.
Minimum 12 month commitment. Competitive pay. Call
. Patty at 583-6370 during day
or 233-9505 after 7 p.m. and
weekends.

Newly renovated house at
Renting now and for 6-01:
Earn moriey now and work
2104 Cleaney Ave. 6+ bdrms,
Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
in Cancun summer 2001 ! Stusolarium, washer/dryer. Walkbdrm apts. on Dana Ave. Fully,
dent Express, Inc. is now hiring distance to XU. Great lo·
furnished, off-street parking,
ing students interested in earncation with beautiful interior
air-conditioning, security doors,
in·g money working from home
architecture. New furnace
satellite dish, decks, porches,
now and in Cancun summer
and central air. $300 pip +
. washer/dryer. Call 703-3242.
2001 by promoting the BEST
utilities. Available Oct.1. 985·
Edgewood, Ky home for
·spring and summer· student
8576.
short term lease. Spring semestravel pack~ges to your alma
te1only, 2-story, 4 bdrm, 3 1/2
. mater or your a,tt:ta s?hool sf~k . :·1'i _AvaAlable Aug~ust 20,,,.01 ..
money and·a Working expenNewly \renovated 1t, · 2 antf 3 ·· · 'baths,Tfully furnished. Non- ·
smokers only. Call Kelly at (859)
e.nce you'll never forget in
bdrm apartments on Dana and.
344-0970 for details.
Cancun this summer, contact
Cleaney. 5 minute. walk to
Available to move in by
Dean Longway at (800) 258· campus. Laundry facilities,
1/5/00. 3752 Regent Ave. (bot-or
9191
ext.
105
beautiful architecture. and very
tom level). $580/month. 2 large
dlongway@studentexpress.com.
unique· features. Rental
· bdrms, coin free laundry proamounts range from $275"
Babysitter needed - lookvided, extra basement storage,
$375/person. Limited housing
ing to earn some extra
large backyard, private drivealso available January 1, 2001.
·money? Mount Lookout family
way, great front porch. Will
needs caring, responsible, reCanta.ct Laura with Crown
house 2-3 people comfortably.
Management Corporation at
liable individual to baby-sit our
For details call 528-2148.
.528-2148.
fun-loving 2 yr. old boy. lndl·
House for rent. 1517 Dana:
vldual is needed for some
For rent: 3 bdrm, very
August 1, 2001 to May 31,
weekday evenings and weeklarge, newly renovateg apart2002. Maximum 4 people.
end day/evenings. Must have·
ment within a half mile of cam$1000 deposit required now;
prior babysitting experience,
pus. Set in a turn of the cen$1100/month, payable beginreferences and transportation.
tury mansion, this apartment
ning of each semester. Shown
Good pay. Please call 871features: finished wood floors,
by appointment only 738-3343.
9428.
exposed brick walls, ceramic
. .
'
St. Bernard, L,ovley home for
tile, ceiling fans, laundry, air
rent/purchase. 5 min. from XU.
conditioning, off-street parking,
$995/month. Large older home,
security lighting, a fully
..
'•
..
4 bdrm, formal dining room,
.
equipped kitchen with pot and
large kitchen, fenced yard, ga'
'
.
pan rack, built-in wine rack,
rage. Call 242-4650.
garbage
disposal,
dishwasher
Houses for rent. 5 min. walk
974 Dana. 1 bdrm apartand new-appliances: If you are
to XU (Cleneay & Ivanhoe). 2,
ment, furnished. $600/month.
looking to economize, the bed4, 6 &7-8 bdrms. $260/month.
Heat and water paid. 772-0909.
rooms are large enough to be
Call Cathy or Tom at 769-5240.
shared. This home is a must
see and won't last long. For a
showing call Ian at 237 -0440
or Tim at 325-8610.

Huge 2 bedrooms great for
roommates. $280/person
when 'you split the rent! Fantastic location, private patio or
balcony, abundant closets,
covered parking and clubhouse with professional fitness
center, .racquetball, pool, spa
& business center. 2 bdrms
from $560, Reduced security
deposit for a limited time! Call
today! 874-5726, Save time:
pre-apply
online
at
villagegreen.com
For rent this spring. 1600
Brewster - spacious 4 bedroom
house. Easy walk to campus.
Full • e ui ed. Call 321-0043.

Spring Break Jamaica
from $419! Mexican cruise
from $499 plus Bahamas!
ReggaeJAM Tours Free Info.
(800)-U-REGGAE (9 a,m.-6
p.m. live: 2417 recorded) reggae'am.com or' ammon@ ta.net.

FOR. RENT.
~

!Jl(C~ GJl!RgcS~!lll!7/cS,

Everybody's Records is the
best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint
condition CDs. Wide selection
of· rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & more! Posters, stick~
ers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge Av..
enue.

J£1/7Y!) J£1/XQIX'X7/J:f,

cSC7/cSO'X'cS 9!RCC~!7.X9cS
FROM. ALL OF US AT THE NEWSWIRE TO ALL OF YOU .OUT THERE.
SEE YOU IN 2001 !
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_Around the world-this week

BY ORIT SEGEV, Kil!IGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak (center), Norwegian Foreign Minister Thorbjorn
Jagland (right) .and former U.S; Senator George Mitchell (left) meet
during the first session of their fact-finding committee in Jerusalem on Dec. 11. The
committee's job is to investigate the causes of the violence of the past 1O weeks ·
and preventfuture unrest in the region.
·

- ELEOION 2000 SPECIAL REPORT -

Election hinges on Court's ruling
AS OF TUESDAY ·NIGHT, U.S. SUPREME COURT STILL DEBATING RULING·
BY WILLIAM E. GIBSON
Knight-Ridder Tribune

WASHINGTON -With pointed
questions and flashes of dry humor,
the UJ.S. Su11reme,l>,gourt scrutinj~ed
Florida's wide-ranging standards
for counting ballots on Monday
and prepared to deliver a histor_ic
ruling that. could settle the _contested presidential election.
For the first time in American
history, the high court heard legal
arguments _on a case that could decide the presidency. Its ruling is
· expected soon, perhaps as eafly as
this morning. Questions and comments from the bench indicated that
the court was divided, with a slight
majority inclined to rule in favor .
of Republican George W. Bush's
attempt to shut off a partial recount
in Florida. Such a ruling would
devastate Democrat AI Gore's
chances of winning the presidency.
"If the Supreme.Court rules in
Governor Bush's favor ... that's
· prob~bly the end of it," Democratic
vice presidential nominee Joseph
Lieberman said in a radio interview.
But if the opposite happens, he
warned, "I'm afraid that the Bush
campaign hasn't said the same
thing about respecting the U.S. Supreme Court decision on the
Florida decision, so I think then
we'll probably be on a very fascinating constitutional journey
which may take us into January."

GORE'S CHANCES
Gore is counting on a hand tally
of "undervotes" - ballots that did
not register a choice for president
in machine counts - to overcome
Bush's tiny lead and capture the
state's decisive 25 electoral votes.
The Florida Supreme Court opened
the way for such an outcome with a
stunning 4-3 decision last week ordering a hand recount.

But the highest court, by a vote if the truth· comes out next year
of 5-4, already has stayed the state that in fact Al Gore did win Florida
court's ruling and halted the re- and he did win the popular vote
count, setting up the legal argu- in the country; and he is not presiof the
United States,
what is
ments on Mo1;1day as a prelude to dent
'
.
)
.
esteem
what might besome t~e lasM.:hap~. tbat goingto do.for'-the
.
' ter ofthe post-election dispute. ' and the respect of the Supreme
While hundreds of Gore support- . Court of the United States?" said
ers stood outside chanting "Count Sen. Tom Harkin, D-lowa.
, Republicans said the public
the votes!" several justices inside
~he solemn chamber said they were would just have to. accept whattroubled by disparate standards ever decision comes from the
used by counties when reviewing court.
ballots and deciding which ones
should be coun.ted or cast .aside.
DEADLINES

,

APPROACHING

''Ifthe Supreme
Court rules in
Governor Bush's favor
. . . that's probably
.the end ofit. "
-Jo~eph Lieberman,
Democratic yice presidential
nominee

These concerns could prompt
the court to decide a further manual
recount would violate the due process and equal protection clauses
of the Constitution - two reasons
for the federal court to step in and
permanently stop a further count.
Justice Anthony Kennedy raised
the prospect that the Florida court,
by ordering another count, was creating new rules, "in essence a new
law, a new scheme, a new system
fc;>r recounting at this late date. I'm
very troubled by that."
At the same time, however, he
and other justices raised concerns
about interfering in a state election.
Democr~ts warned bitterly
against a ruling that would leave
the votes uncounted.
"If this Supreme Court decides
to stop those counts right now, and

In the .. rarefied atm.osphere of
high-ceilinged courtroom,
the justices seerried acutely aware
· of the looming electoral deadlines
and the difficulties of recounting
in time to make an impact.
"They were concerned about
the
timetable
and
the
practicalities of getting all this .
done, because federal Jaw requires
some finality in presidential elections. We're running ·up against
some very important deadlines,"
Theodore Olson, lead attorney for
Bush, said after the hearing.
Electors are supposed to be
designated by today, and several
· states including Florida have formally submitted the names of
their electors, based on certified
results. The final selection, however, could be affected by the ongoing legal challenge.
"What happens in Florida affects people all over the United
States," Olson said. "The president is the one person, along with
the vice president, elected by all
the people in the United States,
and there is an abiding national
concern with the fairness ahd the
legality of the process."
~heir
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The l?i~e Dais of
J?inals

College Students.: Looking .
for a place to stay?

On the first day of finals my tutor gave to me
a plan of study all would envy.
On the second day of finals my tutor gave to me
two sharpened pencils
~
and a plan of study all would envy.
·
On the third day of finals my tutor gave to me
three blue books,
•
two sharpened pencils
and a plan of study all would envy.
.
On the fourth d~y of finals my tutor gave to me
four finished tests,
·
h\
three blue books,
h\ ;;-'\ h\~
two sharpened pencils
~~~
and a plan of study all would envy.
On the fifth day of.finals
my tutor gave to me:
•
five4.0's
·
•
• ·
four finished tests
·
·
three blue books
~
two sharpened pencils ·
.
and a plan of study all would envy.

"j

We Can Help!!!!!!!!!!!!!

·

Off Campus Housing
Apartments for 2 Students

BDRM, KTCHN, BTHRM, LVRM
$250.00 per student

For More Information Call:
·513-325-8352 or 513-604-4611

.,
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IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
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/
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Good kuek on exam$!
tlappy tloliday$ from thri ~~G!
74.5-3280
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EDITORIAL-

Merry .Christinas to all
Merry Christmas, Xavier, to.
you and yours. This is the last
Newswire issue of the year 2000, _
and in honor of this benevolent
holiday, we have decided to compile a wish list of gifts to those
among you who have proven
yourselves exceptional members
of our little community.
The Newswire staff highly congratulates the Xavier Players for
their persistence in continuing to
perform despite the absence of a
permanent theater. If we had the
money we would construct you a
stage right now, but the best we
can do is offer you the Publications House for a performance
space whenever you need it. As
long as we get in for free, of
.course.
Xavier has
kept the tradition
of the campus
Christmas tree
alive, even without a University
Center to put it in
front of. We
would like to offer the tree its
very own Newswire ornament, in the shape of,
what else, Editor-in-Chief
Jonathan Mosko.
Health ·and Counseling impressed .us this year with its speed
and compassion in dealing with
all our sick people, not to mention sending us Doc Talk every
week. We promise to find a nasty
coid germ to give everyone we
know for your Cold Study.
As we all know, the construction workers building the Commons are working under a strict
deadline. This means all winter
they will be laboring in the frigid

cold, frantically trying to get done on
time. We would like to donate them
30,000 cups of hot chocolate and our
sincerest wish that it g<;ies quickly.
The library staff all year has been
an invaluable tool in finding our
books for us. Wr; know during finals
you may have to deal with a lot of
caffeine-crazed students on the verge
of nervous breakdowns, so in honor
of your hard work we would love to
grant you a few well-deserved days
off. That's not really under our control, but it's the thought that counts,
right?
The women's basketball team is
criminally under-appreciated for the ·
talent and prestige they possess. The
Newswire would like to give you a
capacity crowd in the Cintas Center
for.your next home
game.
This is a special
dedication from the
campus news editors' to Chief
Couch.
They
would like to
present you with a
riew police bear for
your collectibn. ·
Fr. Hoff's 10
years of dedication
and hard work will come to an end
with the close of this semester. In
honor of everything he has done for
Xavier, we will petition the Board of
Trustees to· erect a Hoff statue and
rename the cafeteria in his honor.
To 'Xavier Alliahce we offer our
heartfelt congratulations on becoming a club, and the first housewarming gift is on us.
In clocing, we would like to offer
Student Senate a reconciliatory fruitcake. No hard feelings about last
week's staff editorial, guys ..
Merry Christmas, everyone!

"'We have compiled
a wish list ofgifts to
those among you
who have proven
yourselves
exceptional ... "
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Xavier--Alliance not against Church
I feel it necessary, as the faculty .
adviser to both Xavier Agai~st Homophobia and Xavier Alliance, to
respond to some of the comments
made about Xavier Again~t Ho~
mophobia (XAH) in the Dec. 6
Newswire article on Xavier Alliance. Your reporter states· J.P.
Englebrecht said Xavier Against
Homophobia"... was contradictory
to the teachings of the Catholic
Church and it was against the Jesuit mission of this school." ByLaw 4.1 of the b;mstitution' of
Xavier Against Homophobia states:
"Nothing in the above document
should be interpreted in any ways
as to contradict the.teaching of the
Catholic Church as contained in the
1986 document "The Pastoral Care
of Homosexual Persons" or as contained in The Catechism of the
Catholic Church."
Dr. Slepitza, writing to the SGA
president at the time, did not say
that XAH " ... was contradictory to
the Catholic Church and it was
against the Jesuit mission of this
school." In refusing recognition to
Xavier Against Homophobia,
Slepitza did say "To be faithful to
our Church, we must act to avoid
even the appearance that as a
Catholic university, we are morally
neutral or supportive of homosexual behavior or a gay, lesbian
or bisexual lifestyle that includes
ac~ing on one's sexual orientation."
That statement does not say
XAH was contradictory to the
teaching of the Catholic Church or
the Jesuit nature of the school; in
fact, I have argued in these pages
the Catholic and Jesuit nature of
this university demand we do
something like the Welcome Statement and the Alliance. Unless the
reasons given in his letter to ·the
then SGA president were not the
real reasons for not approving
XAH, what Slepitza's statement
pointed to was a public relations
problem and not to the content of
the charter of Xavier Against Homophobia. In the rest of his letter,
however, Slepitza did affirm the
goals of the club.

The real problem with Xavier · ment from all club~ which have
Against Ho~ophobia seems to be men and women in. them?
in Englebrecht's statement, "It was Shouldn't we require the same
seen as condoning sexual behavior · statement from all living in the resi[outside of marriage]." Yet in its dence halls unless they are living
constitution, XAH did not condone with their spouses? Can't we deal
sexual activity and it accepted the with public relations problems
moral teaching of the Catholic without making a group of homoChurch.
sexual and heterosexual students
Even after five years, I cannot condemn "all sexual activity?"
understand how disapproving of What ever happened to trust?
homophobia can be interpreted as
What has changed in the past
approving of sr;xual activity;. the five years is the American Cathoi'
I·
.
logic of that escapes me especially lic bishops issued a letter on the
because XAH, like Xavier Alliance, ·pastoral care of homosexual chilwas composed of gay and straight dren called "Always Our Children."
That letter was reviewed by Cardistudents.
If. Xavier University were to be nal Ratzinger and his Congregation
consistent when it denied club sta- for the Doctrine of the Faith. in
Rome and approved with minor
changes; they then instructed the
American bishops to reissue their
letter. Because of this, the Archdiocese of CinCinnati has begun a
:tvfinistry With Gays and Lesbians.
I write this for many reasons:
justice for gays and lesbians, respect for their dignity, to remind
people documents have to be read
carefully (I am an historian after
all). I fear Englebrecht's alleged
statements arise. either from a
sloppy reading of the document,
•.
from misinformation or from statements from administrators which
were not made public five years
tus to XAH, and if it were not to ago.
l also wr\te because I was one
appear "morally neutral or supportive" of heterosexual activity outside of many people who worked hard
of marriage, then it should have re- to organize XAH and I am one of
minded all students, faculty and staff many who were hurt and scared by
that the very same Church that con- the way XAH was denied existence
demns homosexual genital activity after unanimous passage through
also condemns masturbation and Student Senate. I cannot allow our
any heterosexual genital activity work to be misrepresented, even if
outside of marriage. In marriage that misrepresentation resulted in
each sexual act must be open to con- the passing of Xavier Alliance.
ception; if it is not, it too is sinful.
Why the concern with homo- John J. L~occa, S.J.,
sexual activity and not heterosexual.
. Department of history
activity? Why did Englebrecht feel
he had to tell the senators Xavier
Alliance did not approve of any
sexual activity? How many other
clubs must make statements like that
to be approved? Shouldn't we, to
be consistent,-require the same state-

''Even after five
years, I cannot ·
understand how
disapproving of ·
homophobia can be
interpreted as
approving ofsexual
.
,,
activiry ...
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Habitat
hurting

Fine arts·
overlooked
·According to Mike Kohlbecker
in his editorial last week, "The
Newswire is the single most powerful tool for students to make their.
voice heard." I agree The Newswire is the best source of information available in terms of campus
issues. However, I have found The.
Newswire somewhat lacking in
support of student activities, particularly the fine arts. Last weekend, for example, four Xavier or
Xavier affiliated productions occurred. These were the Singers
show, "Christmas on Mars," the
orchestra concert and a selection
at the Contemporary Dance The- .
ater. The previous _week's eaten-·
dar mentioned three of these
events, so The Newswire was
aware they were occurring. Unfortunately, this week's issue did
not review any of the performances. In fact, -,this concern
stems from not one issue but every issue this year. Without a theater, fine arts programs.at Xavier
are suffering. Even in light of this,
The Newswire has done very little ·
to raise student awareness of fine
arts. No reviews of Xavier prod ucii ons have been pririted,
though a review of the new
"Rugrats" movie filled a half page
in a recent issue. Please 'explain
to me how a "Rugrats" movie i~
of more consequence to the student population than performance
arts. Students invest time and talent in these performances, and The
Newswire fails to support them
with a review. Perhaps if diversions editors were asked to attend
and review Xavier productio~s in
place of movies intended for my
little sister, The Newswire could
claim to be the voice of the students. I re.!llize pictures have been
published from two performances,
and a short article advertising
"Christmas on Mars" was printed
two weeks ago. For this, 'I thank
The Newswire staff. These efforts,
however, are minimal. If a photograph of a performance qualifies
as a show of support, then The
Newswire shows as much support
for mullets as student fine arts performances.
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Dear Doc,
.Can you get mono from sharing a beer bong? I was hoping
beer killed all those germs.
Signed, Mr. Bong.

sive smoke, which is proven to plit
them at risk for disease. And just
holding an unlit· cigar in your
mouth can cause nicotine to be absorbed into your body.

Dear Doc,
Can :we still come up and get
a flu shot?
Signed, Sick

·Dear Mr. Bong, .
Unfortunately, mono .can be
spread by sharing the same container and the bee_r won't protect
you.

Dear Doc,
With finals coming up I know
tha~ I'll be drinking more coffee
and Coke. What would you consider caffeine abuse?
Signed, Buzzy

Dear Sick,
Yes. Offices are having difficulty obtaining flu shots but we
have several hundred for students
this year. If you want to get a flu
shot, come soon before the supply
runs out.

Dear Doc,
Are cigars safer than cigare~tes?

Signed, Smoking Man

Dear Smoking Man,
This is a myth. Cigars increase
your risk of mouth, throat and lung
cancer and can also increase your
risk of heart disease. Cigar smoke
contains similar toxins and cancer
causing chemicals as cigarette
-: Kasey Rohling · smoke. Even cigar smokers who
.Class of '03
don't inhale are exposed to the pas-

Dear Buzzy,
Mbre than 800 mg a day is probably excessive use. That would be
more than four or five cups of coffee (depending on the type of brew)
or four to six caffeine soft drinks.
Try to keep it around 200 mg of
· caffeine a day. Be alert if you like
to frequentjava houses their brews
can have more than 500 mg of caffeine in a cup. Read labels - even
decaf coffee contains caffeine.

Questions answered by Dr.
James P. Korzerman, the medical
. director of the Health and
Couseling Center and graduate
of Xavier Univesity. Questions
for Doc Talk can be dropped off
at the Health and Couseling
Center or emailed to
opednewswire@hotmail.com.

To all those who signed up to
build house.s for Habitat, this message concerns you. At club day we
had over 330 people volunteer and
at the first large group meeting we
filled Albers 103 with nearly 100
people. Despite this, however,
turnout on Satun;lays to actually
build has been alarmingly low, with
the cl1:1b often unable to meet its
IO-person quota for morning and
afternoon shifts. Naturally, this has
caused concern with the members
of the Cincinnati Habitat, along
with the leaders of Xavier Habitat,
since with such a high number of
members volunteering should logically overflow.
When a person accepts the responsibility of constructing for a
day, he takes on the obligation to
fulfill on that promise. A common
way of thinking seems to be: ''They
have so many, they won't miss me,"
yet nothing could be further from
the truth. A four-hour shift constitutes a significant portion of
someone's Saturday and the vast
majority of people are naturally
unable to commit to such a lengthy
space of time, especially on a
weekend. That's why those who
can volunteer comprise the very
heart of the Habitat effort. Few
people sign up to work on Saturdays and so those who do need to·
realize their importance to a needy
family.
Without volunteers, Habitat for
Humanity would vanish. No matter how many ideas people think
of, all of them are in vain if people
fail to actually build the house.
Habitat presents a worthwhile
charity that a person can participate in without leaving Cincinnati.
The poor live here too, so it's essential that we who _enjoy a fairly
comfortable life take action to assist those who don't even have a
decent place to live.
· To those who: have taken the
time t_o build this house, you have
our deepest thanks. To those who
have lacked the time to do so, or
have freely chosen not to, we encourage you to reach out and touch
a person's life by building their
home.
- Adam Calinger
Class of '03
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Computer lab blues
It's .midnight, do you know Mac. network, an~ noticed that
where your paper is? I hoped mine Maple V for Mac was located in the
·would be. printing, but no,·1 made PPC folder, a good place for a prothe silly mistake of visiting the 24~ gram to be accessed by multiple
hour computer lab assuming I could Macs. So I pop my friend's disk
print at midnight. I was wrong.
into the machine and go to operi
Here is a recount of the events Maple. Of course my' favorite
of that fateful night, which have friend "You do not have enough
caused me to write this piece. At access privileges tQ open this apleast this is the short version, the plication" appears, and we are once
long version ran me somewhere again out ·of luck. ·It appears defrom 7:00p.m. to 6:00a.m. finish- spite the fact the Macs are the only
ing ·my two projects and helping printing computers in the 24-hour
others do the same. No, I'm not lab, they have been rendered virtubitter.
ally unusable by attempts at secur7:00p.m.: I start work on the last ing them. They work fine if all you
scene of my play for English class. need to do is pop in a disk with a
Granted I've put it off a bit, but I Word, Excel.or PowerPoint file on
know what I want to write and that's ·it to open, print or edit, or if all you
the most important bit, right? At this want to do is surf the Internet.
point in time, the PCs in the However, they appear to have been
Kuhlman lab are printing, after sev- virtually ignored since the day they
eral days of down time, and so I feel were purchased except for the adsafe typing
dition of At
Ease, Microsoft
away. UnforOffice
98,
tunately I have
lost my disk, so
Novel client
and Netscape 4
I print freGold, which
quently.
brings me to
8:30p.m.:
another point.
Suddenly the
•
When the origiprinter stops
responding. I
nal attempt at
opening Maple
ask the helpful
lab tech, who
on the Mac
failed, I realthen checks the
ized the Maple
printer tells me
to wait. I look at the printer moni- worksheet could be saved as a
tor to check what's going on with HTML file (a Web'page essentially)
the printer. It says it is printing and opened in Netscape on the Mac
"Document l," with several print and printed. Ah ha! A solution at
jobs behind it in the queue, includ- last. Or at least it would have been.
ing my document. I check it out, if the nearly four-yearcold version
and discover it has been trying to of Netscape on the Macs hadn't
print "Document l" for the last 10 been so old as to be unable to read
the HTML file cr~ated by Maple.
minutes.'
If the print job is canceled, tn.en . Another dead-end, caused by Mac
the printer will move on to the next neglect. In the end, the only way
thing and all will be right with the to help my friend was to head down
world. So I select cancel print job. to the library 15 minutes before it
"Not enough access privileges" it closed, go to the lab in the back I
responds. That makes sense, they never knew existed and print out her
don't want people cancelling file. None of this helped me much
other's printing. I can deal with ·as I still had yet to start the Maple
that. I point this out to the lab tech project.
·6:00 a.m. I finally finish typing
to no avail.
The point of all of this: lab techs up my Maple project and putting
are either not trained well or are not the final touches on my play, sendgiven the password needed to log ing them to myself on my
into the network in such a way as roommate's computer and printing
to cancel print jobs which have them out. So much for the 24-hour
gone awry. Since I don't have a disk · computer lab.
The moral of my story (beyond
I decide to email the file to myself,
pick it up on the Mac across the lab, the sheer entertainment value of lis·pull it back up in Word, finish typ- tening to my odd rant about the time
ing, print and be done. Low and I spent three hours trying workbehold, the three-year-old Macs around methods to make the
with even more ancient multiple school-provided computers do their
user software designed to protect advertised functions)?
If the Macs had been kept up to
the computer from tamperiqg is set
such that the four-year-old version , date, and were set up to properly
of Netscape can't pull a Word docu- use all the software available to
ment into cache and tell Word to them, I could have pulled my paopen it: Ok, now I'm screwed. per from Netscape into Word and
Ultimately I have to go find my printed it. I would have been eifriends and get a disk to pull it up ther able to open Maple up and print
in Word on the Mac .. Don't get me my friend's (and preferably my
wrong, I love Macs, but when these own, had I not decided staying in
computers designed for ease of use the lab to do my project would have
are set up to be nearly unusable, I been counter productive) file, or
get a bit upset.
used a Web browser slightly less old
Midnight. Now I've got a disk . than the Internet itself to open the
However, my friend has asked for HTML version of the same file. Or,
help printing her Maple project, the the more radical option; give the lab
one I have yet to start. We head techs the ability to log in with
down to the 24 ho~r lab once again, enough power to cancel print jobs.
hoping for better luck. In my vain
-Adam Schuster
class of '03
attempts to pull up my email attachment in Word, I had explored the

''Labs techs are
either not trained
well or are not given
the password to log
into the network in
such a way. as to
cancel print jobs ... "

·Have fun and make a difference!

Greater Cincinnati YMCA Camping Serv\ces
We are looking for somebody who can be a brother, sister, preacher, teacher.
Somebody who can .make good times happen. Som~bo~y·who. can be. c?unted on when
the going gets tough. Somebody whose Christian faith JS seen before Jt JS heard.
Somebody like you!
-

Camp Ernst (Near Florence Mall)

Camp Felicity (40 Miles East of Cincinnati)

74 Years Experience
Strong Christian Emphasis
Exciting Dynamic Program
Quadruoled number ofCamoers over last 10 vrs
Leader-in-Training Program {13& 14 year olds)
Horse Riding Program
Hillh Ropes Course
Boating, Swimming, Archerv, Crafts
Excellent Food
27 Acre Lake 365 Acres, 2 Pools
2 Creeks and Hiking Trails '
Large Group Activities
Small Group Oooortunities
Example Salarv for 19 Year old Colle,ge Student
$200 oer Week with Bonuses
Room and Board
Resident Camo

Brand New Program
Missio11 Oriented
Inner City Camoers
Horse Riding
Pool
Boating, Swimming, Archery, Crafts
Creeks and Hiking Trails

11 Weeks

Contact:
Hollie Funk
hollief@cincinnatiymca.org
859-586-6181
800-962-1928

Example Salary for 19Year old College Student
$200 per Weekwith Bonuses
Room and Board
Resident Camp
7 Weeks (Option on 3 at CamP Ernst)

Karl Youngquist
wook@one.net
859-586-6181
800-962-1928
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Filing complaints of Xavier's campus
. As a student at Xavier for the proper slang is "pop" and Ohio is esteem? I would imagine because
past year and a half, there have been overwhelmingly a. "pop" state. he has started every game since the
a few things I have noticed that do Now that I have ended the unoffi- beginning of the season he is a valnot quite meet my standards of cial war of soda vs.· pop on cam- ued player. And while I do not know
quality. These things may seem pus, I propose the menu be changed him personally, I am sure he is a
nice guy. For the love of God, could
relatively minor to the average citi- as soon as possible.
zen, but in reality are quite imporComplaint#3: The bathrooms at we at least promote him to number
tant.
the Cintas· Center. How old is this one?
Complaint#5: Sign crew, or lack
Complaint #1: Commuter-of- building? The toilets already do not
. the-Month parking space. Under- work. It seems of all the items that ' thereof. Aside from the absence of
stand I have no complaint about
go into a stadium, the toilets would a theater, I do not know what else
space being reserved for a worthy be top priority because they 'are . has caused such decentralization
commuter on a monthly basis. My used so-freque11tly and are a hassle among the st~dents. Nobody knows what is going on anymore. I can
main objection would be that to rriy .
. understand why Xavier would see
knowledge there has never been a
the need to abolish .the sign crew.
Commuter-of-the-Month. Last year
They want the cafeteria to look proa different car was parked there evfessional for all the professionalsery day and this year no car is ever
who come in to professionally asparked in this oh-so-prestigious
space. I don't know who should be
sess the professionalism of the
in charge of this, but i.f the parking
Cintas Center. Also, the balcony
space (arid other benefits this honor
hangs over much further in this cafentails) continues to be reserved,
eteria than it did in the University
Center, making it difficult for many
perhaps there should be a Comof
thos_e dining to see the signs. But
muter-of-the-Month.
Month.'~
there has got to be a feasible alterComplaint #2: Soda. As I stood
in.line during halftime at the last
native! Ads could run on the televisions instead of golf, court shows
basketball game, I glanced over the
menu of typical, overpriced conces- to fix. Short of replacing all the toi- and C-SPAN. Smaller signs -'--posters if you will - could be mounted
sions and what did I see? Soda! I lets, l have no solution.
know there is a substantial proporComplaint #4: Number Zero. on the walls.
With a little dedication and hard
tion of Milwaukee and St. Louis Am I the only one who thinks there
residents ·at Xavier who seem to is something wrong with a man on work, our dreams of a higher qualthink the bubbly liquid properly the basketball team having the num- - ity Xavier campus can be realized.
known as a "soft drink" or "cola" ber zero on the back of his jersey? Let's band together and show them
can be called "soda" in slang What does that say about his status who's boss.
-Anthony Gerber
speech, but they are wrong. The on the team, not to mention his selfClass of '03
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"My main
objection would be
that to my knowledge
there has never. been
a Commuter-of the
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Society protects morality
This past November, the Cardinal Newman Society released a
document entitled Student Life
Guidelines for the Catholic Campus. Drafted by the society in response to input by students, alumni
and administrators of Catholic universities, these guidelines were created to ensure the special religious
character of Catholic institutions is
fostered.
In the recent Newswire editorial,
"Catholic society defames religion"
(Dec.6), the Cardinal Newman
Society's guidelines were criticized
as fostering bigotry and elitism.
This editorial, however, was littered
with inaccuracies about the guidelines.
.The editorial claims the
Newman Society demands Catholic colleges not hire homosexual
professors. The guidelines, however, never call for this, only reiterating the U.S. bishops' teaching that
"the Church has the right to deny
public roles of service and leadership to persons, whether homosexual or heterosexual, whose public behavior openly violates. its
teachings." Clearly, this is not a
question of sexual orientation, but
a question of moral behavior.
Another claim of the editorial
is the guidelines are meant to deny
free thought and the open exchange

of ideas. The guidelines clearly
state the "free and vigorous discl;ISsion of ideas and issues should be
encouraged among students." The
only stipulation is in regard to contr~versial. is~;ues such as abortion,
racial justice and war, the Catholic
point of view should be represented
in campus discussions.
In addition to misrepresenting
the facts, the author fails to see the
connection between religion and
morality. After denouncing the society for attempting to foster an en·vironment free of drug abuse and
excessive drinking, she writes, "The
zero-tolerance policy that the society urges ·on drugs and excessive
drinking may not be an unthinkable
idea, but what does that have to do
with our religion?" The answer to
this question, of course; lies in the
inseparable relationship between
·
religion and morality.
Far from trying to "destroy what
a college education is based upon,"
as' the editorialist would have you
believe, the Cardinal Newman Society attempts to keep faith at the
heart of Catholic universities, bringing about the moral, spiritual and
intellectual growth which we
should demand.
-David Endres
Class of '02
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In the season of giving, Youth/and Acade1nywould
like to offer their services as a gift to the entire community!
On December 7th, 14th, and 21st, we are offering free
childcare service from 7-9pm at all of our 8 tri-state
-locations.
This is our way of saying thank you to our
parents and other members of our community for all of their
support. We will provide· trained, certified teachers, and
holiday activities for your children. Everyone.is welcome!
Reservations are required. To reserve your
reservation and to find the location nearest to you ca11
Courtney@ 772-5888 ext.202
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Happy Holidays from
Youthland Academy

'

ACADEMYf
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Mliskies fall tO Bearcats, /7.~;58
No. 19 Musketeers suffer first loss of season

~n

Hometown Shootout

BY SEAN O'BRIEN

head coach Melanie Balcomb· of the
UC defense. "It took us out of our
Since beating nationally-ranked offense and we couldn't execute
Vanderbilt in their season opener; wheri we needed to."
the women's team has simply been
Even though the officiating
Freshmen Jeremy_Clark and
dominant.. They won their first six' didn'tcost the Musketeers the game,
Heather Greidanus set school
games in convincing fashion and they definitely aided in the UC vicrecords when the team particiearned a spot in both national pons tory. In a poorly officiated game for
pated in George Mason's Patriot
for the· first time ever during the both teams, UC managea to make
Invite Dec. 1-3. ·.
regular season. All the questions · 16 of 21 free throws while Xavier
Clark broke the school record
about how good they .were going . was 0-1 for the entire night.
in the 200 Breaststroke by atenth
to be this season were quickly anXavier played a fairly even first
of a. second with his time of
swered.
half but managed to fall behind by
2:13.36.
'
Unfortunately, all good things 10 at the intermission. Fighting
Greidanus swam a 2: 13.08 in
must come to end and eventuany from behind the entire second half,
the 200 Backstroke. Her time
they were destined to lose. Los- · the Musketeers went on a 17-6 run
broke the old record by less than
ing is one thing, but losing in the to come to within two points with
a tenth of a second.
Hometown Shootout makes it sting · 6:42 to go in the game.
The Xavier swim team will be ·
a little more than most losses. LosThat would be as close as Xavier
training in Florida from Dec. 28ing to UC is never easy to swal- would get as UC returned the favor. · ·
Jan. 11. Their next meet will take
· low, but it happens. Last night the with their own 17-0 run. After cutplace on Jan. 10 in Florida when
No. 19 ranked Musketeers lost to ting the lead to two at 6:42, Xavier's
they take on Maine. Their next
the Bearcats at the Shoemaker next basket came 37 seconds to go
home meet is on Jan. 15 when
Cehter 75-59. Xavi.er's record fell in the game.
they host Wright State.
to 6-1 in a hard fought battle.
Leading the way for the Musketeers was senior Jen PhilJips who·
HOMETOWN SHOOTOUT
scored .a team-high 22 points.
UC 75,JCAVIER 59
Sophomore point guard Reetta
For those of you who were not
The women '.s team headed to Piipari added an 11-point, nine-aslucky enough to score tickets to
the Shoe last night in hopes ofbeat- sist performance.
Thursday's· game, or else didn't
'ing UC forthe first time in five atSeniors Nicole Levandusky and.
want to shell out $100 or so,
tempts. This looked like this would Taru Tuukkanen were limited to a
ESPN is carrying this year's
· · be the. year that the Musketeers · total of the eight points on the night
NEWSWIRE PHOfO BY DEVIN MATHIS
- Crosstown Shootout.
would finally end the Bearcats' due to foul trouble ·and a strong UC Senior center Taru Tuukkanen ranks fourth in the Atlantic 10 with
The game starts at 9 p.m.,-and
consecutive string of victories. defense. Levandusky managed just a 16.8 ppg average. Tuukkanen managed just six points in last
those in the television audience
Xavier was off to.a 6-0 start and 1-9 from the field for the. game. nights loss to UC.
·
will be greeted by the -voice of
· was playing great all around bas- Tuukkanen Jed the way with six reDick Vitale. The "V" man returns
ketball.
bounds.
of Wisconsin-Green Bay, the Xavier dished out five assists and had four
for the third straight year to cover·
Xavier Jost to UC in a game
"They were the better team to- women's basketball team returned rebounds. Levandusky had a quiet
a Xavier basketball game.
which the Bearcats simply night," said Balcomb. "They home to do battle with the Univer- night with only nine points, but had
The Musketeers have trioutplayed the Musketeers ..
outplayed us an night."
sity of Kentucky Wildcats .. The No. eight rebounds, four assists and
umphed both times Vitale has
Xavier's wen-balanced offense
19-ranked Musketeers took care of three steals.
been in the house for an XU
was disrupted all night by the agXAVIER 80, UK 62
· Piipari continued to play wen at
business
again as they beatUK ~0game, first in the 62-60 win over ··
gressive UC defense.
Coming off a hard earned victory 62 before a crowd of 2,180.
one spot with her nine assists.
the
Temple in the 1998-1999 season
"They were very physical;' said on the road against the University
·She also tossed in six' points to go
UK
came
to
Xavier
looking
for
·and then in last year's 66-64 win
a win but wouldn't reany even chal- along with three steals and three re~
over Cincinnati. Both of those
lenge the Musketeers the whcile bounds:
games took place in _the CincinSenior Jennifer Parr again
game. Xavier jumped out of the .
. nati Gardens. Let's just hope
played all 40 minutes of the game
gates·
with
an
11-0
run
to
start
the
Vitale's magic carries over to the
and was (3:5) from three-point land,
game and never. looked back.
Shoemaker Center.
·
· Even though the Wildcats got to finishing with nine points.
The Musketeers improved to 6within four points early in the second half, the Musketeers were too 0 on the season and continued on
with their fine play this season.
much to handle for UK.
The Wildcats lost their second
The well-balanced Xavier offensive attack was again on display but straight game.against·a ranked opXU's women's swim team has
got a lot of help from Tuukkanen. ponent. UK entered the contest reelen'fisted the services of Kristy
Ulrich (East Chapel Hill, N.C.)
She recorded her third double- ing from a 87-67 loss to then No. 5
double of the season and the 20th Purdue. The loss to Xavier knocked
and Janet Heil (Notre Dame
Academy, Park Hills, Ky.).
of her career by scoring 27 points Kentucky back. to 2"4 on the season.
and pulling down 12 rebounds.
"Both Kristy and Janet are exPhillips was the second leading
cellent ~tudent-athletes and will
scorer with 21 points. She also
add depth to our women's team,"
said head coach George
Rathman.
Ulrich's prirriary events are
the Individual Medleys as well
as the 200 fly and 200 back.
"Kristy is an extremely hard
Sunday, Dec. 31
Thursday, Dec. 14
Friday, Dec. 22
worker. She has consistently improved the past three seasons,
•Women's basketball vs.
•Men's basketball vs.
•Women's basketball vs. Akron
and we are looking forward to
MEN'S BASKETBALL VS.
at
7 p.m.
Butler at 2 p.m.
Cincinnati
at
9
p.m.
her swimming faster and faster
CINCINNATI
during her career at Xavier," said
9 p.m. Thursday at the
Wedn~sday, Jan. 3
Friday, Dec. 15
Saturday, Dec. 23
Rathman.
Shoemaker Center
Heil will add to the Muskies'
•Men's
basketball
vs.
Toledo
·
•Men's
basketball
vs.
•Women's
basketball
vs.
The Musketeers are reelbutterfly and breaststroke lineup.
at
Middle
Tennessee
State
7
p.m.
Fordham
at
7
p~m. O/o
ing
heading into Thursday's
"Janet's improved tremenat
6
p.m.
annual
matchup with the
dously the past year in the butSaturday, Dec. ·30
Bearcats.
Though UC isn't·
terfly events. We will look for her
· Saturday, Dec. 16
. *game played in Cleveland in
.
ranked
No.
1, as they were
to swim the 100 and 200 Fly as
•Men's
basketball
vs.
Kent
St.
the Rock-N-Roll Shootout
last
year
when
the Xmen
well as the breaststroke and IM
%A-10game
•Men's
basketball
vs.
at
8:30
p.m.
*
knocked
them
off,
beating
events," said Rathman.
Home basketball games take
Marquette
at
7:30
p.m.
them
is
sweet
no
matter
Both Ulrich and Heil will start
place in the Cintas Center.
what's
at
stake.
Good
luck
classes at Xavier in the fan of
bold
Home
games
are.
in
finding
a
ticketbetter
find
2001.
-Joe Angolia
a bar stool for.this one.
I
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·Tuo swimmers set
Xavier records ·

Asst. Sports Editor .

Vitale returns

Swim team signs
two recruits.
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No place· like home, XU falls on road
Muskies 'poo~r shooting leads to second road loss, Bearcats up next
BY JOE ANGOLIA

fourth out of the last five Crosstown Not the kind of numbers you're
Shootouts.
looking for from your point guard.
The absence of junior Lloyd
The men's basketball team
Most notable is the play of semissed a much needed opportunity · nioi" Maurice McAfee, the team's Price, who could be back in the
to build some confidence this past . leading scorer from a year ago, who. starting Hneup for the UC game,
weekend by coming out flat in a 58-. is averaging just 7 .6 points per has forced Prosser to put two fresh52 loss to Princeton on Saturday.
game. Removed from the point- men into the starting lineup; Sato,
After dropping their first road guard position where he excelled \though his success from three.contest of the year against Wiscon- last year; McAfee has struggled to point range has been a big bonus,
sin on Dec. 2, the Musketeers failed find his role in the offense. Without has been largely one-dimensional
to play any better against the Tigers, control of the point, McAfee hasn't on offense, choosing to spend the
who entei:ed the game with a 2-3 ··· seen nearly enough shots this sea- majority of his time camped out on
record.
son, and has missed the ones he has the wing.
The worst part, however,-is still.' seeri: He's.even struggled from the
Chalmers simply hasn't cut it so ·
ahead. With the· Crosstown free~throwline,acategoryheledthe far at the point. Moving McAfee
Shoot~ut on Thursday; theM'uske~.. A-10 in last season.
back to the one spot could helpthe
teers will be forced to solve their
A move back 'to the point guard offense's flow as well as allow
problems on the road against the spot would not only help McAfee Prosser to bring Chalmers along
No. 17 team in the nation. True, it get back into the swing of things, more slowly.
won't be as big a challenge as llj.st but the entire offense as well.
The team's two leading scorers,
year's installment, when the Xmen
Head coach Skip Prosser has said junior .Kevin Frey (13.0 ppg) and .
knocked off then No. !-ranked freshm.an players are extremely sophomore David West (12.0 ppg),
Bearcats, 66-64.
"mercurial." No other word might have been consistently solid - if .
· But last year's version was at the better describe what the Musketeers they can get the ball, that is. With
Cincinnati Gardens, not the Shoe- have gotten from freshmen Romain the team's offensive foc;:us deadmaker Center.
Sato and Lionel Chalmers.
locked on firing up three-pointer
Xavier's fortunes all depend on
. Despite being the third~leading after three-pointer; the two have
how well they do against point scorer on the team (11.3 ppg) and a had to capitalize on the few posguard Kenny Satterfield. After en~ constant threat from downtown, sessions they get.
tertaining a juinp to the NBA this Sato either breaks through the roof
West was the one consistent
summer, Satterfield has returned in or falls into the basement.
.
scorer against Princeton, but saw
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MJmtlS
just six shots on the night. For his
a big way, averaging 18.4 points per
Chalme~s has .been even more
game this year. Stop him and the inconsistent. After starting the year part, Frey has had two of the big- Junior Kevin• Frey leads the team in scoring with a 13.0 .ppg
0-10 from three-point range, gest scoring nights on the team average and has scored in double-figures five times this year.
Xmen. could do it again.
Chalmers looked like he was in the with 25- and 19-point. perforclear after a perfect 5-5 against San mances already this year.. Unfortu- Xavi~r needed strong shooting perTwo free-throws from McAfee
WHATS WRONG?
Xavier will need several players Francisco. Unfortunately, he went 0- nately, these two rarely see 'the ball formances if they hoped to prevail - tied the game at 50-all with 2:44
to step out of the shadows if they 6 from the field against Princeton as much as they should.
over Princeton's zone defense. XU's remaining. The Musketeers
have any hope of. winning their with no assists and one turriover.
52 point output and .238 (5"21) per- couldn't convert down the stretch
cent from three-point range lets you though, giving Princeton the win
PRINCETON 58, XAVIER 52
While the Wisconsin game was know that neither of those things ·in their home-opener.
West was the lone bright spot
definitely a low-point for the happened.
The Xmen used a 9-0 run to go for Xavier. The center managed
Xmen, the one consolation was the
Cincinnati
Xavier
poor performance at least came ahead 19-12 with 9:26 remaining in 18 points on the night despite getBearcats
Musketeers
against a Top 25 team, and one that the first half. But the Tigers Closed ting just six shots from the field.
...
went to the Final Four last year as out the half with a run of their own, His 11 rebounds gave him yet anRank: 17 (AP) Record: 4-1
Rank: N/A
Record: 5-2
well.
using a 17-6 spurt to take a 29-25 other double-double on the season.
As usual, Cincinnati enters
The Xmen have won three
· In Saturday's loss to the Tigers, lead into the intermission.
Frey was the only other Musketeer
this year's game with the
of the last four shootouts;
of
the
secXU
stalled
at
the
start
to score in double-digits, finishing
the Musketeers fell
to
an
inferior
.
.
higher billing. UC can play,· as
including last year's 66-64 win · opponent, whom XU had beaten ond half, but used a 12-2 run to take with 10 points.
Dayton found out a few weeks over then No. Hanked UC.
McAfee (3-10), Price ( 1-7) and
. the last two years with a much a 38-37 lead with 10:43 left to play.
ago, and they will be looking
Xavier will need to bounce
stronger rotation.
It proved to be their last lead of the Chalmers (0-6) struggled all hight
to finally silence the Xmen .
.back from the Princeton loss.
to get their shots to fall.
As was the case in Wisconsin, game.
Sports Editor

2000 Crosstown Shootout
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A-10 wrap up
BY MATT MILLER
Sports Writer

Fordham's Bevon Robin was·
named A-10 Player-of-the-Week after averaging 20.0 points, 7.0 re-·
bounds, and 6.0 assists in the Rams•
two victories last week. After scaring 23 points in a win over Manhattan, Robin dropped l7 against
city rival St. John's, including a layup with 3.7 seconds left which gave
the Rams the one-point victory. It.
marked the school's first win over
the Red Storm since the 1992-93
season. Robin has also led the Rams
to a 6-1 start, their best beginning
since the 1971-72 season.
For the second straight week,
and third time overall, St. Joe's
guard Jameer Nelson was the A10 Rookie-of-the"Week. Nelson
averaged 15.0 points and 4·.o assists
in leading the Hawks to a 2-0 week.
In a 67-65 defeat of Rutgers, Nelson
poured in a career-high 20 points
,wh.ile dishing out five assists.
Nelson remain~ the only Hawk to

score in double figures every game
' this season.

Duquesne's Khalihah Este-.
Shehu, earned Player-of-the-Week
after averaging 27 points and 6.5 rebounds in the Dukes' two wins last
week. After scoring a career-high 25
points in a victory over Robert Morris, Este-Shehu topped that with 29
points against Kent State. Her 17.4
ppg rankes third in the A-10.
Fordham center Lauren.
Fleischer was named Rookie-of-·
the-Week after shooting .700 per~
cent from the field for the week and
posting her first' collegiate doubledouble against ijoly Cross.
Fleischer scored 12 points and
grabbed a team-high 10 rebounds in
that game. Fleischer is now 12th in
the A-10 in rebounding at 7.0 rpg.
Temple's new head coach, Dawn
Staley, has led the Owls to a 4-1 start
while leading the conference in ,
steals and rebounding margin, and
ranking second in assists and scoring offense and defense.

year. Here it goes:

women's basketball team
off their spectacular seas
winning the A-10 Tournam
with an 80-66 win over Geo
Washington in the title ga
earning them an automatic b"
the NCAA Tourney. The
teers finished the year a
pressive 26-5.

H): The wome
followed up th
ball team wit

season was
e A-10, when
e Player-of-thebecame just the
layer to top 1,000g her junior year.

op Rookie: Sophopoint guard Amy Waugh's
tribution to Xavier's suc~ess
s rewarded with her selection
he A- lO's Rookie-of-the-Year.
_......
\ Xavier Tourn~y: The
all team coronated the
ter by hosting#!e firstr Tourname'nt, and
g the tournament
., ,a single game.
.. '_. ....
:.~J;--anked: The
· · amearned
Top, 25
~hh.\
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Long live 'Proof of Life'

_,JISi&lKIA

History museum

RUSSELL CROWE AND MEG RYAN·DELIVER ONE OF THIS YEAR'S BETTER ACTION FILMS

The Cincinnati Museum CenBY JOEL BOUTIERE
ter, with RMS Titanic, Inc. and
Contributing Writer
SFX Family Entertainment,
So, wait a minute: Russell Crowe
launch a one-of-a-!<ind Titanic
and Meg Ryan were an item behind'
exhibit.
the scenes of "Proof ofLife?" From
Titanic: The Artifact Exhibit
watching the film, it sure wouldn't be
presents the history, science and
noticeable. If you're planning to see
drama of the ship, featuring acthis film in some attempt to see if the
tual artifacts, recreations of
sparks backstage showed up on camrooms, immersive interacties and
era, don't bother.
interpretations by ·characters in
If, however, you want to see one of
period costume.
the better action films of the year,
More than 200 artifacts from
"Proof of Life" is a safe bet.
Titanic's wreckage' are featured_
Crowe stars as Terry Thorne, a proin the exhibit, including selecfessional K&R (kidnapping & rantion of White Star Line dish ware,
som) specialist. When somebody
a hand written letter and several
. important is· kidnapped, Thorne is
of the ship's portholes. '.The largcalled in to handle the negotiations.
est piece_ on display is a 3-ton
At first, his latest job seems.to be
portion of Titanic's hull ..
the re.scue of Peter Bowman (David
Guests can relive the history
Morse), an engineer for a large oil
and drama of Titanic by viewing
company. The
recreated rooms on board the ship
company ends
including an elegant first-class .
up getting taken .
cabin, a third-class cabin and the
·over though, and
grand staircase. UnforgettaJ:>le
Thorne's .job is
stories are told as guests enter the
cancelled.
memorial section ·and learn the
However, he
fate of passengers and crew.
returns to help
Cincinnati Museum Center
for free, perhaps
will display Titanic: The Artifact
because of Alice
Exhibit from Nov. 24 to March
Bowman (Ryan),
9, 2001.
Peter's wife.
For more information, visit
One of the
Museum Center's Web site at
major faults in "Proof of Life" is the.
www.cincymuseum.org or call
entirely needless_ romantic subplot.
28.7- 7000 or toll-free at (800)
Excising it from the film would have
733-2077.
done no damage, and would have
brought morefocus to the much more
interesting kidnapping plot.

a

There is almost no chemistry beRyan and Crowe, and every
time Terry and Alice exchange one
of those Long Long Looks, it drags
the movie completely down.
But when we're dealing with the
main plot, the movie can be riveting. The back and forth negotiations between the kidnappers and
Thorne· are tense, and Thorne's practiced 'methods of dealing with kidnappers makes what could have
been a long drag of a movie fascinating.
Crowe plays the right amount
of hard-nosed professionalism
mixed with genuine compassion.
Ryan is adequate, but doesn't seem .
up to handling this meaty of a role.
David Caruso, back from the'abyss,
makes an excellent comeback playin'g
Dino,
Thorne's fellow
K&R buddy.
But it isn't
the big names
that provide the
best perfor~
mance. ·David
. Morse, character actor seen in
such films as "12
Monkeys" and
"The Green
Mile," brings a very human element
to Peter. As we follow him through
his captivity and his long confinement, we b~gin to become slightly
more interested.in his story than in
the main one. ·
twe~n

Russel Crowe ahd Meg Ryan dash through "Proof of Life," a.
riveting action film from Warner Brothers.
H\s.scenes in confinement pro- actual tension to the firefight that
vide an anchor for the film, but also follows.
A sign of a good action scene is
kill off any chance of ever going
with the romance between Terry and that, at any time, you could imagAlice; After all the stuff we see Pe- ine any of the characters, even the
ter go through, why would any- main heroes, dying. "ProofofLife"
body root for him to get dumped?. · pulls this off well, and as a result,
All the negotiations end up lead- the final battle is an entertaining .
ing to a final action scene; where affair.
For its few faults, "Proof of Life"
Thorne and some of Dino's men rescue Bowman by force.
manages to become a somewhat
This action 1>cene is spectacular intelligent action/drama film.
in its realism. There's no sigT\ of While I don't imagine any comRambo plowing through dozens of mando rushes to the stage come _
men all by himself. Before the men Oscar time, "Proof of Life" is a cut
even attempt a rescue, they must above most other releases this year.
carefully plan their assault, and ~-1
'
when it ends up going bad, there is

Symphony
Listeri .'to the stories of
Scheherazade as the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra takes ajourney over the sands of time at the··
2001 Nights New Year's Ev.e Gala
Concert and Ball on Dec. 31 at
Music Hall.
Belly dancers, brilliant colors,
rich textures and exotic fragrances
of the Far East will welcome
guests to the Grand Ballroom in
Music Hall for the ball.
Patron tickets for the ball are
$200 and guest tickets are $150.
Tickets for the concert are $12$49.
Tickets are available by phone
at 381-3300 or order online at
www.cincinnatisymphony.org.

Playhouse
Now through_ Dec. 30, .the
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
presents A Christmans Carol in
the Robert~· Marx Theatre.
Three· dozen actors combine
with the latest·in stage technol~
ogy in hundreds of costume ·and
scene changes to create one of
the year's most spectacular theatrical events.
Performances are scheduled
for every day of the week except
Mondays. There are no pei:formances on Christman Eve and
Christmas Day. All show times
are at 2 p.m. for matinees and 7
p.m. for evening shows.
For more information·, call
421-3888.

Disney's awkward 'New Groove'
THIS LATEST ANIMATED FEATURE FALLS SHORT OF WHAT IS EXPECTED OF A DISNEY 'MASTERPIECE'
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Diversions Editor

There is something about "The
Emperor's New Groove" that lacks the
radiance of most animated Disney
films.
"The Emperor's New Groove" is
narrated by the self-indulgent emperor
Kuzco (Dav.id Spade).
Much to the dismay of peasant
Pacha (John Goodman), Kuzoo is plan~
ning to demolish his home in the
name of Kuzcotopia - his summer
home.
These plans, however, are put on
halt when his ex-subordinate Yzma
(Eartha Kitt) attemps to kill .him.
As fate. would. have it, the
_assasination goes wrong, and Kuzco
is turned into a llama instead.
With a bloodthirsty Yzma on his
heels, Kuzco finds himself paired with

Pacha as they embark on a spiritual
journey.
.
Most disturbing is the absence
of songs. They are limited to an
opening song and a Sting composition for the closing credits.
Animated Disney films are notorious for their aw.ard-winning
music. Why they chose to forego
songs in "New Groove" is beyond
me. Devoid of emotional glimpes
into the complexitites of the characters, the film seems rather shallow.
Also distracting is Spade's voice
paired with Kuzco. Kuzco is an
extension of the sarcastic characters we have seen· Spade in since
his SNL days. The result is a character lacking his own identity..
"New Groove" is not without its
high points, though. Patrick

Warburton's Kronk is a hilarious
example of a "dumb" Disney villian
with a big heart.
Little kids will most likely be
charmed_ by "New Groove," but
adults will find little more than a.
glamourized Saturday morning cartoon. This film is good by any other
standards but Disney's.
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The following discs are due for release on or before Dec. 12 ... ·
Original Soi{qdtrack, Dude, Where's My Car (Columbia) ... Qriginal
Soundtrack, What Women Want (Columbia) ... Oo:iies, Nation :out of
Han'd (lndustriaf) ~... Run-D.M.C., Crown Royal (Arista) ... Tool; '.~ntitled
box set (VolcandL .. Xzibit, Restless (Loud) ... Tiger Pop, Tiger Pop (Mr.
Duck) ... Spm, 'i'i~ze is Money (Universal) ... Oval Opus, Oxygen ... Etta
James, Matriarch of the Blues (RCA) ... Field Mob, 613: Ashy to Classy
(MCA)...
.
... all dates are tentative.
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live Wires

Wediiesday, Dec. 13

Friday, Dec. 15 .

Sevendust
@Bogart's

Boiler..
w/Diffuser
@ Top Cat's

· _,_,
''

Thursday, Dec. 14

Saturday, Dec. 16

The Big Wu
@ Barrelhouse Brewing

Clutch·
w/ Corrosion Of Conformity, Flybanger
and Sixty Watt Shaman
@Bogart's

Compa~y
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Oval Opus takes over Cincinnati
.

.

.

THIS CINCINNATI BAND IS GOING TO BE HUGE. SHOULDN'T YOU BE THERE WHEN IT ALL. TAKES OFF?
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER

Three of the four musicians sit
Diversions Editor
in a coffeehouse on .a rainy· MonOval Opus is bett~r than your day afternoon. The three friends
average band. It makes sense, laugh and sip coffee. However misthough; they work harder titan the erable the weather, it fails to put a
average. band.
damper on the air of excitement lin1
Formed in 1997, this Cincin- gering in the air.
. •
nati-area band has enjoyed an over.You guys have had an exciting
whelming amount of success. in its year with winning two awards, .re-.
short four~year history. Talent like leasing aCD and playing with nathis rarely goes unnoticed.
tional banas. Sum up 2000 in one
Just months after recording their word.
. . .
.
debut. album, Wagon wheel._ Oval
Aaron: Exciting. Incredibly exOpus was named "Cincinnait's Best . citing.
New Artist" at the Cincinnati En- · Amos: Evolu.tion. I think from
tertainmentAwards.
playing with all the big live pands
Over the next four ye~rs, they we are constantly .learning ...
enjoyed playing with national acts changing and growil}g as a band.
such as Guster, Vertical Horizon and
So, constantly getting better?
the Doobie Brothers.
Amos: Yeah. We 're never satisIn 2000, Oval Opus was voted tied with where we're at. If you're
"Cincinnati's Favorite Band" and · satisfied with where you are, you're
Oval Opus (from left) Aaron Patrick, Josh Edmonson, Amos Hell~r and DanEdmonson will be
"Cincinnati's Best Alternative dead.
throwing a CD release party this Friday at Bogart's.
Rock Band" by the Cincinnati
Dan: Promising. What we did
in 2000, we did without a real tell who is the primary writer on a ing else in the world we'd ratherbe
·Enquirer.
This originally started with Josh
Oval Opus will be finishing .a .record behind· tis. Now we have song by. listening to it and what doing than playing on the stage for and I playing all over the coast. We
you people, we don't even care if would play on the beach, then get
remarkable year with the release of Oxygen that we're releasing this kind of feel it has.
Would you say your songwriting . you like us, we're having fun." a little more brave and play on the
their second CD, Oxygen, a prod~ · week. I think that's very promising
for what 2001 has to hold for us.
is a collaborative effort? ·
. That's what I try to give off when ·street. We still do that. We're all
uct 14 months in the making.
Do you have any goals for
All: Absolutely.
I'm on stage.
about grass roots.
"It takes most people less time
What current ba.nds are injluWould you say Oval Opus is a
Dan: There's nothing really we
to make· a person," jokes bassist 2001?
Amos Heller, "and people aren't
live band?
· won't do to get our name out there.
Amos: Quit my job [laughs]. Get encing your sound?
Aaron: Some of my favorite
Amos: We have strengths both [pal!.ses] Well, almost. Not anyalways happy with their kids. This on the road. Everything we're.doing right·now is in support of the bands in the world are Guster, Sis- in the studio and live. We're apt to thing.
is a baby we're very proud of."
Aaron: Anybody can hand you
With all this momentum behind band. My goal, personally, for. ter Hazel, Vertical I:Iorizon and the make more of an impression live.
With some bands in our genre . .. a flyer, but to have people 'dumb'
them, Oval Opus is poised to take 2001 is to get to the point where I Pat McGee band.
can live just
Soitmusthavebeenreallycool the live aspect is lacking and we enough to stand outside and play
the
. music
making money playing with them.
try to make up for that in spades.
in 30 degree weather ...
world by storm.
off of the band. . ... Aaron: Yeah, it was am!lZing; It's
What is the biggestcrowdyou!ve
It shows you really care about
But, in the
I don't need to been incredible to play with these played to?
the fans, too.
midst of this
buy a house or people. We just found out that Kent
Aaron: Probably at Riverbend · . All: Yeah, definitely.
whirlwind of
This is our last weekend before
· a Land Cruiser. Block [lead singer of Sister Hazel] when· we opened for the Doobie
sudden attenbut have this really likes our music. The guitar Brothers-five or six thousand. We exams, so a lot of kids choose to
tion, the band
be the only player for Toad the Wet Sprocket is consistently play in front of about stay home and study for the weekretains a down
thing I'm do- also a big Oval Opus fan. It's really a·thousand people.
end. Give them a good reason to
to earth qualing.
exciting for us.
Do you prefer the smaller come out and see Oval ()pus.
ity.· Perhaps
TRL?
Any other bands?
crowds?
Dan: Hmmm, studying or Oval
this is the basis
A m o s
Amos: Papa Roach. Definitely
Aaron: I think there's an inti- Opus ... [laughs]
of their appeal.
Papa Roach.
macy to playing at; like, a coffee
. Aaron: You will absolutely have
· Namely, they are extremely - [pauses] Coming soon.
What about influences?
· Dan: I think we pull from house ... but I enjoy playing with an incredible time. We have caloyal to their fans. They prefer
Aaron: They're all really diverse . Barenaked Ladies pretty good as huge crowd~. We kinda work with tered food starting at 7:30 and go· meeting new people to hiding in
the energy level. We give a lot, but ing until around 9. We got three
their trailer during shows. Xavier ... I have more gospel roots with · far as our live show goes. .
Amos: Musicality wise, I think if a lot's accepted and kicked back, other great .bands. It's gonna be a
students may remember when they my brother's influences of metal.
Dan: We all come from differ- Tm influenced a lot from the other it just ups our show. As much en- great night and we're feel-good
played outside the Cintas Center.
music.
.
They're just foµr friendly guys ent kinds of backgrounds musi- members of this band. Perforinance ergy is given off, we give it back.
You guys played in front of the
Dan: You've got Saturday and
working hard to get out of. the res- cally. You can hear it on our music. wise, Vertical.Horizon is an incredI come from a jazz,. kinda rock bac!<- ible live band. The way they look Cintas Center, tell us about that.
Sunday to study. Get it all out on
taurant business.
ground.
He
[Amos]
comes
from
when
they're
on
stage,
like,
the
vibe
Aaron:
We're
real
into
doing
Friday night.
*****
And. help redeem Cincinnati
·I had a chance to speak with ' more of a funk and a metal back- they give off when. they play has grass roots promotion. Nothing's
drummer Dan Edmonson, guitarist ground, and Josh, our guitarist, b_een a huge inspiration to me. They better than [that]. We're willing to from 98 degrees?
Amos: We do what we can.
Aaron Patrick and bassist Amos comes from a more folk and blues look like they're having the time play anywhere for anyone just to
background. You can sometimes of their lives. Like, "There~re noth- get it out.
Heller.

Oval Opus
Oxygen
(AdjaRecords)

Local music ready for the
bigiime

It only takes one thing to go
from a successful loca.1 act to a
household name. A visit from Lady
Luck or that "big break'' may be all
that some bands need to make the
coveted transition.
Though Oval Opus is a readily
recognizable fixture in the Cincinnati music scene and has opened
for bands with more than regional
followings (The Pat McGee Band,
Guster and Sister Hazel)i they have
yet to break into. the ever-elusive
· national spotlight.
But, the time for their ascent may
be i.mpending:
Their first offering, Oxygen,
· shows the potential for that same
kind of greatness. Oval Opus is a
collection of harmoniously l~yered,
musically sound songs. TeGhni-

cally, this band is nearly flawless.
Lead singer Aaron Patrick's vocals
are clear and resonant, and the rest
of the band builds rich harmonies
around his fluid voice.
One of the most fun songs on
the disc is track 7,. "Dixie Queen."
Although there was some slightly
unnecessary southern stereotyping
(all in fun, no doubt) at the begin~
ning and end of the track, the heart
of the song embodies all tha·t is important in a live show music
you simply can't sit still and listen
to.
You may not want to admit it to
your friends, but go ahead and try
- put in the CD when you're home
alone, crank up the volume and_see
if the infectious and spirited harmonics spring you from your sofa.

In a word, this band has loads of
musical talent and the energy vital
for success - it may be only a matter of time before you see them on
David Letterman or the BHlboard
charts. No doubt about it, the tools
for celebrity are there.
Until their progress .into the
mainstream becomes a reality, Opus
fans (and I imagine some will be
generated upon hearing this disc)
can find the band performing regularly at Bogart's.
Until then, they'll see you
around the Queen City.
-:101iatlzan Mosko,
Editor-in-Chief
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JACKSON AND MARiE FINISH OFF THE MILLENNIUM
BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
AND MARIE LEIST
Contrib1tting Writers
We searched east and west for
the best chili in Cincinnati.
To keep the judgment fair, we
ordered a 3-way (including spaghetti, chili and cheddar cheese)
and a cheese coney froin each establishment. We also attempted
to order two Cokes, but we were
corrected, .as all the restaurants
only served Pepsi products.
While we focused primarily on
the lesser known chili places, we

did make our way to the Big
Brothers of chili - Skyline and
· Goldstar- for comparison's sake.
Also, we focused not only .on
the taste of the chili, but also on
the restaurant's atmosphere, in· cluding quality of se·rvice, cleanliness and overall appearance 6f
the restaurant. In other words, did
the chili stand alone, or did the.
restaurant also make a memorable
impression?

. Coney:*****
Spaghetti:*****
Chili:*****
Cheese:*****
Atmosphere:*****
Service:*****
Total Bill: $8.60
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Coney:*****
Spaghetti:*****
Chili:***** .
Cheese: *****
Atmosphere:*****
Service: *****
.
Total Bill: $8.59
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Coney:*****
Spaghetti:*****
-Chili:*****
Cheese:*****
Atmosphere:*****
Service:*****
Total Bill: $8.10
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IN SEARCH OF CINCINNATI'S FINEST CHILI

Coney:*'****
Spaghetti:*****
Chili: *****
Cheese:*****
Atmosphere:*****
Service:*****
Total Bill: $9 .17 ·

Volunteers needed
to participate in a medical research study,
which may require you to take one dose of
an experimental medication.
If you're a non-smoker, age 18-65,
and in good health, contact Julie at
513-861-3100 ext. 4919
or Barbara at 513-475-6917.
Coney:*****
Spaghetti:*****
Chili:*****
Cheese:*****
Atmosphere:*****
Service: *****
Total Bill: $9.17

,.....

Compensation for participation is
available.
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December 13
I was walking in downto!"'n
Cincinnati a couple weeks ago,
minding my own business. Suddenly, out of nowhere, this guy
walks up to me and shouts in my
face: "Compton's in the house!"
Immediately, I was worried. I mean,
if the 1962 Nobel Laureate in medicine, Francis Harry Compton Crick
was in my house, I certainly
wanted him out as soon as possible. The last thing I need in my
house are structurally altered
nucleic acids. Thankfully, he was
not there and I was· safe, or so I
thought. I started noticing some
pretty strange things. All of my
ice cubes were mysteriously missing. My stuffed Stimpy was found
floating in the toilet. Ren was unharmed. My bottle ofEazy-Cheese
was spread all over the carpet. I
thought, this isn't "Wright." To
top it all off, there was a bumper
sticker on my car which read:
"CPT." I began to sense something was awry. The final straw
was a message written in blood on
my bedroom wall: "Life ain't
nothin' but b*tches and money."
I knew it Compton was, indeed,
in my house.
To celebrate the Christmas season, the International Coffee Hour
is moving to the Cintas Center for
their holiday spectacular. There
will be egg nog creamers, elf-flavored coffee, a piiiata made entirely of fruitcake, colon cancer and

By Adam Ziemkiewia To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
Satan's reindeer. The drama begins at 3:3.0 p.m. followed by Dolly
Parton singing a duet of "Up on
the Housetop" with (who else?) .
Rosie.

ii I (I) ;f1•1!\'i
December 14
I promise this is the only birthday reference this week. On this
date, in 1503, Nostradamus was
born, which was a complete shock
to his parents. However, a year
later, a string of extremely unsuccessful attempts at throwing a surprise birthday party would begin
and continue until his death,
which even he couldn't avoid.
Myteriously, he left no will, just a
lot of empty promises.
It's good to see the Greater Cincinnati coalition of cobblers still
has representation in this city.· You ·
can see the fruits of their labor as
the Crosstown Sho.otout happens
today in the Shoemaker Center.
Let's show our sole by supporting our men as they tie up the
Bearcats until their tongues wag.
We'll get pump-ed up. I hope we
don't fall flat. It will probably take
them a long time to heel from this
one. Sometimes, I don't even make
myself laugh. Game time is 9 p.m.

FRIDAY
December 15
I worked at this juice bar a
couple years ago, before the
yuppies invaded. Our customers
didn't have to mix wheat ge(m or
soy milk into their beverage. Well,
this girl who worked with me, she
wondered what would happen if
we didn't use the blenders, but
shook the drinks up. She was
crazy, there's no question about
that. Who in their right mind opts
for manual labor? She was undaunted. She grabbed grapefruit,
oranges, cherries, kumquat, Jim
J. Bullock; All mannernffruits. It
was a success. Then, one day, (I
swear there is a point to all of this)
this guy comes in and asks for the
unthinkable: a drink made entirely
of pears. Gasp! My friend, who
shall remain nameless, threw the
pears in, shook like mad and made
one of the best juice drinks this
side of the equator. The man,
whom I shall call belligerent, was
heard to shout: "That girl really
shakes pears." Well, nothing can
compare to that moment, but if you
like Shakespeare, you should visit
the Armory at 1:30 p.m. to watch
scenes from "A Midsummer
Night's Dr~~'.. ~.Y:~·P.

Let's see, a beautifully written,
produced and directed film about
the Middle Passage and the slave
trade. Hmmmm. Evenlknowwhen
to sit back and let the event speak
for itself. Phi Alpha Theta will be
screening "Amistad" at 4 p.m. in
Alter B-11. Refreshments and pizza
will he provided,
A couple years ago,-at Thanksgiving, my cousin Michael decided
to tell the family he was gay. This
was received fairly w.ell by most
members of the family, except my
grandma, who hit her rosary hard:
(You know how those Pre, Vatican
II people are.) For grandma, my
cousin just revealed a little too
much information. That was one
memorable open Mike .night. ·
Kuhlman Hall Rec Room will be the
site for an· open-mic night from 7
p.m. until 10 p.m. All are welcome, regardless of sexual preference.
A Christmas memory: When I
was in sixth grade, we were in the
process of moving. Thus, we
lacked a few accomodations, including an actual tree. We substituted with a stereo speaker. I'll
never forget my sister and I erupting into a round of "O Magnavox!"
Memories are one thing, but altered states of reality, well, now
that's completely something else.
Xavier Players' Toolbox will be
· bringing its improv and sketch
comedy to Kelley Auditorium today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. Cost
is$3.

~m 111 ,~
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December 16
Man, is my brother ever going
to be ecstatic! It's his patron

......... ,,

saint's day. That's right. Today is
(and I am not making this.up) Saint
Bean's day. So, gather up your
outdoo_r gear, your Jelly Belly's
(not the buttered pop.corn, please;
God, NO!) and your Rowan
Atkinson tapes and celebrate at·
Xavier Players' Toolbox in Kelley
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Cosfis $3
Those damn French people.
"Where do ·you go to get your
croissants and your crepesT'
"The Marquette." They always
have to be so pretentious don't
they? Well, thei.r bazaar men's
basketball team is playing the Musketeers at 7:30 p.m. in the Cintas
.Center. We'll see who's laughing
when we shove the baskeet-ball
up their fesses.

SUNDAY·
December 17
This is the third Sunday of
Advent. We are closer to God. I
have an ad vent. Why must all
diaper commercials insist on
showing bare baby butt? "I'm a
pig kid look what I can do." What
a shame. I think: I am going to do a
diaper commercial.

1,~C•l-~l•J!\'i
December 18
Finals start today. I know this
is supposed to mean something to
me, but my mind is too full to remember.

TUESDAY
December 19
Here's a question: What do you .
buy the pope for Christmas? "Gee
thanks. Another crucifix." "A
Bible. Oh you shouldn't have." I
don't kriow what will be in the
Pontiff's stocking, but I have bigger problems to worry about. ·
What do I get for Compton? God
Bless us,, everyone ... until next
year.

Available 1-·1-01

Off Campus
Student Housing
Available for the 2001-2002 School Year
All properties short wall< to campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3, 4, 5, and 6 bedrooms

Call 604-7152

3752 Regent Ave.· (bottom level)
Apartment for Rent

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

$580.00permonth
2 large bedrooms
Coin free laundry provided
Extra basement storage
Large backyard
Private driveway
Great front porch
·Will house 2-3 occupants
comfortably

Call Laura at (513) 528-2148

